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1. Introduction

Slope instability induced by earthquakes is one of the main secondary geological disasters, with the characteristics of wide distribution, large number, and great harm [1–5]. In such disasters, rock slope failure hazard with a large structural plane is the most common accident of actual geotechnical engineering in earthquakes, such as earthquakes in Wenchuan (2008) and Yushu (2010), where about 200,000 slope failures were triggered [6]. Some scholars believe that the geological structure characteristics will greatly affect the occurrence of landslide disaster under the condition of strong ground motion [7, 8].

At present, many scholars have done a lot of research on the rock slope dynamic response under earthquake load. Analyzing the dynamic response of the rock slope is an important way to study the failure mechanism, stability, and anchoring mechanism of the slope under earthquakes. The dynamic response of the slope includes acceleration, velocity, displacement, and stress state.

Through shaking table test, Fan et al. [9] studied the dynamic characteristics of slopes with different geological structures (bedding slope and counter-bedding slope). During the test, the dynamic characteristics of the two slopes have similarities and differences. For acceleration, the coefficient of acceleration increases with the elevation of the slope. Under the same conditions, the acceleration amplification effect of the bedding slope is significantly greater than that of the counter-bedding slope. Based on finite element modeling and measured data, Massey et al. [10] studied the seismic response of rock cliffs. Results show that the amplification of out-of-slope acceleration increases nonlinearly with the slope height. As each side of the slope has special material modulus and strength, the acceleration data were not smooth. In general, the amplification of shaking came to its maximum at the top of the slope.

In the conventional shaking table model test, the size of the model is reduced by \( n \) times. If the model is made of prototype materials, according to similar conditions, the prototype stress is \( n \) times of the model stress, which means
that the model stress is not consistent with the prototype stress.

In this case, when the stress of the prototype exceeds the elastic limit of the material and enters plastic deformation, the model is still in the elastic stage. Therefore, the conventional shaking table test is only effective in the elastic range, and it is difficult to test the model in the plastic deformation stage, so it is not suitable for the research of destructive test.

In the centrifuge test, each point in the model is subjected to a centrifugal inertial force \( n \) times greater than the Earth’s gravitational acceleration, increasing the model’s dead weight \( n \) times. According to similar conditions, the stress of the centrifuge model is the same as that of the prototype. Therefore, the centrifuge model test is a “full true” model test equal to the prototype stress. In the test, the prototype material can be directly used to make the model, and the whole process of the mechanical model test can be carried out until the model is broken.

By centrifuge model test and numerical simulation, Zhang et al. [11, 12] studied the acceleration distribution of the layered slope (loess-mudstone). Overall, the acceleration increases as the height increases. In addition, by analyzing the data of the acceleration, it was found that the acceleration value in loess was much larger than that in mudstone. This is similar to some of Massey’s ideas.

To study the seismic performance of the slope with a potential sliding surface, centrifuge model test is implemented. Since the late 1990s, many research studies on dynamic centrifuge modeling test have been carried out, and many research achievements about slope deformation and stability under seismic force have been made [12–16].

Under the earthquake load, the rock slope with weak structure surface is easy to produce instability failure. Many scholars believe that it is necessary to reinforce the slope mentioned above. Theory and experiments have been developing very quickly for the reinforced slope under dynamical response [17–21]. For an unstable slope with the potential sliding surface (structural surface), prestressed anchor cable is usually adopted. At present, the anchor cable design and construction methods mainly adopt the method of safety factor. The method does not consider the dynamic influence and the shear characteristics of the anchor cables, and there is no in-depth study on the dynamic response of the anchor cable structure. In previous studies, little research has been done on stress and deformation of the anchor body and its interplay with rock mass to understand its strengthening effect for a structural plane.

In this paper, the centrifugal model tests of different magnitudes at different acceleration levels are carried out by using the bidirectional independent shaking table. The dynamic characteristics of the rock slope are analyzed preliminarily. The strain of the anchor cable at different positions in the slope under the earthquake is studied. The dynamic response of the anchor cable under different seismic intensities and different centrifugal accelerations is studied. The research of this paper has laid a foundation for the following related research.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Testing Equipment and Model Box. The centrifuge modeling tests were performed on a large-scale geotechnical centrifuge, as shown in Figure 1. The geotechnical centrifuge is equipped with a bidirectional shaking table system that could produce horizontal and vertical vibrations independently. The geotechnical centrifuge can provide a maximum loading of 400 Hz and support up to 4400 kg models. The detail of the geotechnical centrifuge is shown in Table 1. The model box is made up of laminated aluminum alloy. Its internal length, width, and height are 750 mm, 350 mm, and 520 mm, respectively.

2.2. Similarity Laws and Materials. Using a centrifuge, the model can be tested under the same stress field as the prototype. Due to the change of gravity acceleration during the centrifuge experiment, in order to obtain the same dynamic response as the prototype, the relevant parameters (density, strength, modulus, etc.) of the model must be changed by dimensional analysis [12].

We define the ratio between the prototype value and the model value of the three control variables (size, density, and acceleration) in the model test as

\[
\eta_l = \frac{L_p}{L_m},
\]

\[
\eta_p = \frac{\rho_p}{\rho_m},
\]

\[
\eta_g = \frac{g_p}{g_m},
\]

According to the mechanical equilibrium condition, the following can be obtained:

\[
\eta_s = \eta_l\eta_p\eta_g.
\]

The most important objective of the centrifuge model test is to ensure that the stress of the prototype and the corresponding points of the model are equal, which is \( \eta_s = 1 \). In order to achieve this goal, the same material (or similar material) is chosen in centrifugal model experiments making the model, which is \( \eta_s = 1 \). Then, the geometric size of the model is reduced to \( 1/n \) of the prototype, and the field acceleration (centrifugal acceleration) of the model is increased to \( n \) times of the gravitational acceleration, which are \( \eta_l = (1/n) \) and \( \eta_g = n \). Finally, \( \eta_s = 1 \) can be obtained, which ensures that every stress of the model is the same as that of the prototype, so as to achieve the purpose of using the model to represent the prototype.

Dynamic events (such as earthquake loading) require special consideration in order to define appropriate scaling laws. For such problems, it is simplest to consider the basic differential equation describing the cyclic motion \( x_p \) in the prototype [22]:

\[
x_p = a_p \sin(2\pi f_p t_p),
\]
where \( a_p \) is the amplitude of the motion of frequency \( f_p \). Differentiating equation (3) gives

\[
\frac{d^2x_p}{dt^2} = -(2\pi f_p)^2 a_p \sin(2\pi f_p t_p),
\]

where \((2\pi f_p)^2 a_p\) is the amplitude of acceleration magnitude.

Using an analogous expression for motion in the model, the amplitude of model acceleration magnitude can be derived to be \((2\pi f_m)^2 a_m\). In the model, linear dimensions and gravity acceleration have scale factors \(1:n\) and \(1:n^{1/3}\), respectively, in order to retain similarity. From the above, it is clear that the model acceleration amplitude is \(n\) times as much as the prototype acceleration amplitude.

In consideration of the limitation of testing condition, the index of the centrifuge, and the dimension of the model box, in order to simulate the seismic response of rock slopes with the anchor cable as much as possible, the accelerations of the centrifuge were designed to be 30g and 40g in the tests. According to certain accelerations, the similarity law of each parameter is shown in Table 2.

Considering the centrifuge models are used to simulate rock slopes with the anchor cable, materials for making models are divided into rock simulation and anchor cable simulation in this experiment.

In general, for in situ rock material, the compressive strength is 20 to 150 MPa, the volume weight is 24 to 27 kN/m³, the elastic modulus is 10 to 70 GPa, the internal friction angle is 20° to 50°, Poisson's ratio is 0.1 to 0.35, and the cohesion is 1 to 50 MPa. According to the similar ratio analysis of this experiment, the rock simulative material of the model for the present study was formulated using a blend of common Portland cement (42.5), standard sand, and water in 1:3:1 ratio. For the rock simulative material, experimental results show that the compressive strength is 4.5 MPa, the elastic modulus is 6.3 GPa, and the density is 2 g/cm³. In consideration of the model scale and the bonding problem between the strain gauge and the anchor cable simulative material, copper sheets are used for simulating the anchor cable material. The copper sheet’s section size is 1 mm × 10 mm, the elastic modulus is 108 GPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.32, and the density is 8.9 g/cm³.

### Table 1: Instrument indicators of the geotechnical centrifuge and the shaking table system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration of the centrifuge</td>
<td>100 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction and acceleration of vibrations</td>
<td>Horizontal-30 g/vertical-20 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of vibration</td>
<td>400 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>4400 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape of the vibration wave</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the limitation of the size of the model box, it is difficult to simulate the prototype structure as a whole when conducting large-scale geostructural model tests. For structures such as slopes and dams, the model can only simulate parts of the structure between two cross sections. In addition, in the dynamic test, seismic waves will be reflected at the boundary of the model box, causing adverse effects on the test. In the centrifuge test, the boundary effect mainly comes from the constraint effect of the sidewall of the model box on the model. In this test, in order to reduce the boundary effect, 20 mm-thick soft material (polystyrene foam) was placed on the inner wall of both ends of the vibration direction of the model box. At the same time, four steel members were used to reinforce the model box and improve its rigidity [23].

The simplest wave is the simple harmonic, which is the basic composition of natural seismic waves. French physicist Fourier first quantified complex waves in 1822 as the sum of simple harmonics of various frequencies and amplitudes.

### 2.3 Test Cases and Input Excitations. Centrifuge test model was made according to the size of the prototype Zipingpu reservoir slope and the model box of the centrifuge. The detailed dimensions of the model are shown in Figure 2(a); the inner fault surface of the slope was designed to be 40°, and the external slope surface was designed to be 75°. In the slope model, 6 anchor cables which are orthogonal to the structural plane are arranged. In this experiment, the models are made by layered casting techniques. In addition, in order to create the inner fault surface, some kraft paper is used in the process of model making in the experiment. The design drawing and object drawing of the model are shown in Figure 2(b).
Therefore, in order to study the general regularity, the sinusoidal wave is selected as the input condition of the seismic load in this experiment. At present, when analyzing the dynamic stability of the slope, the vertical earthquake is often ignored, and only the horizontal earthquake is considered. When considering the impact of the vertical earthquake, the common practice is to set the vertical peak acceleration as 1/3–2/3 of the horizontal peak acceleration according to experience [24]. In this experiment, the vertical peak acceleration is set to be 1/2 of the horizontal peak acceleration.

Li and Wang [25] found that due to the damping effect of the rock and soil media, the low-frequency part of the seismic wave attenuates much more slowly than the high-frequency part. The low-frequency part of the seismic wave can travel far, while the high-frequency part will attenuate rapidly. By studying the dynamic response of the slope under different frequency loads, Kontoe et al. [26] found that only when the acceleration frequency is between 0 and 2 Hz can the slope amplification coefficient be more obvious. This is consistent with the conventional belief that low-frequency waves have a greater impact on the rock and soil mass. Therefore, the prototype load frequency set in this test is also between 0 and 2 Hz.

The time history of the seismic wave prototype is 72 s, and the cycle period is 0.56 s. During the experiment, the earthquake motion in bidirection (horizontal and vertical) was applied to the model by using the shaking table on the centrifuge. The horizontal peak acceleration of excitation was adjusted to 7.5 g, 15 g, 10 g, and 20 g, respectively, as shown in Table 3. Correspondingly, the vertical peak acceleration was adjusted to 3.75 g, 7.5 g, 5 g, and 10 g for each excitation. During the experiment, the time history of horizontal earthquake motion under one load condition (centrifuge acceleration-30 g and earthquake intensity-9) is shown in Figure 3.

**2.4. Instruments and Measurements.** The sensors including strain gauges and accelerometers were used in centrifuge modeling test. According to theoretical analysis, the anchor cable deformation is mainly distributed in the near-fault area under seismic load. The strain gauges were laid on anchor cables, and they were upwards numbered as SG1 to SG15, as shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). In order to monitor the
acceleration at different heights, horizontal accelerometers were laid at the bottom of the slope, the half-height section of the slope surface, and the top of the slope. The horizontal accelerometers were upwards numbered as A1 to A4, respectively. Additionally, the laser displacement sensor was set on the top of the slope, and it was numbered as LD0, as shown in Figure 4. The detailed parameters of the aforementioned various sensors are shown in Table 4.

2.5. Test Procedures. All the tests were divided into 3 steps. In the first step, centrifugal acceleration was increased to designed centrifugal acceleration. The next step was applied after deformation of the slope by the previous step had stabilized. In the second step, the seismic acceleration of test was loaded. Since the trial ended, turn off the centrifuge, and then proceed to the next experiment.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dynamic Response of the Slope

3.1.1. Horizontal Acceleration Response. Figure 5 shows a time-domain diagram of slope acceleration for several points under different test conditions during the experiment. In order to analyze the data more intuitively, the acceleration data obtained from the experiment were restored to the prototype state by combining the similarity law relations under different experimental conditions. When the experimental condition is 30g-8, the horizontal acceleration response of points A1, A2, and A3 is greater than that of point A4, and the maximum horizontal acceleration of A1, A2, and A3 is over 3 m/s². Similar experimental phenomena also occur under other experimental conditions.

Since the sine wave is applied during the experiment, the period of its original waveform is determined, so its spectrum is concentrated in one place. By analyzing the data of acceleration sensors at different positions under different test conditions, it is found that their spectral distribution is the same as the prototype wave, which is not described here.

3.1.2. Amplification of Acceleration of the Slope. In the related criteria of seismic design, seismic acceleration is the most important parameter to be considered in the design process. In the process of seismic loading, the acceleration distribution of the slope is usually expressed by the acceleration amplification factor (AAF), which is used to directly reflect the changes of the acceleration at different locations relative to the reference value. In this paper, the acceleration amplification factor (AAF) is used to represent the ratio of the peak ground acceleration (PGA) at a certain monitoring point (A1, A2, A3, and A4) of the slope to the maximum acceleration value output by the shaking table (A4) in the test process, so PGA and AAF can be defined as

$$PGA = \max|a(t)|,$$

$$AAF_{Ai} = \frac{PGA_{Ai}}{PGA_{A4}} \quad i = 1, 2, 3, 4,$$

where $a(t)$ represents the measured accelerations in the time domain for each monitoring point.

In order to study the effect of the anchor cable on slope acceleration amplification, the AAF under four conditions was compared, as shown in Figure 6. The relative elevation ($h/H$) is defined as the ratio of the height of the monitoring point ($h$) to the total height ($H$) of the model slope.

As seen in Figure 6, the AAF on the slope surface is always larger than 1.0. In the test process, the acceleration of the slope model has an obvious amplification effect. However, under 4 conditions, the AAF of the slope model presents a nonlinear dynamic response with increasing relative elevation. In the case of 30 g-8 and 30 g-9, the AAF first increased with the relative elevation, then remained unchanged or declined slightly, and finally increased at a lower rate compared with the first stage. In the case of 40 g-8 and 40 g-9, the AAF first increased with the relative elevation, then stayed the same or slightly decreased, and finally slightly increased. With the same acceleration, the AAF increased with the increase of seismic intensity, which was positively correlated. The nonlinear dynamic response of the AAF mentioned above can be explained as follows:

![Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the input horizontal seismic wave under one load condition.](image)
For general rock slopes (no structural plane and no anchor cable structure), the AAF is gradually increased when seismic waves are transmitted upward. In this experiment, the AAF of the A2 point is slightly lower than that of the A3 point. Some studies have shown that, for rock slopes with internal structural planes, the structural planes will dissipate more energy, which results in a decrease of the AAF.

In addition, considering the anchoring effect of the anchor cable, the AAF does not increase (or even decrease) at A2. For the A1 point, there is no structural plane between A1 and A2, and $\text{AAFA}_1$ is increased compared with $\text{AAFA}_2$ due to the increase of relative elevation. Due to the influence of the anchor cable, the increased speed and increment are decreased relative to $\text{AAFA}_4$-$\text{AAFA}_3$.

![Figure 4: Schematic diagram and object diagram of the model sensor.](image)

Figure 4: Schematic diagram and object diagram of the model sensor. (a) Schematic diagram of sensor setting. (b) Number of strain sensors. (c) Strain sensor installation. (d) Acceleration and displacement sensor settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Measuring range</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Working temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>3225F (Dytran)</td>
<td>$\pm 4905 \text{ m/s}^2$</td>
<td>$1.0 \text{ mV/m/s}^2$</td>
<td>$-51$ to $121^\circ\text{C}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>CP08MHT80(Wenglor)</td>
<td>30–80 mm</td>
<td>$8 \mu\text{m}/(\text{speed mode})12 \mu\text{m}$</td>
<td>$-25$ to $50^\circ\text{C}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain sensor</td>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>$-10$ to $60^\circ\text{C}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: The time history of the horizontal acceleration response under different test conditions. (a) 30 g-8. (b) 40 g-8. (c) 30 g-9. (d) 40 g-9.
When the earthquake intensity increases, the amplitude of the seismic wave increases, and the energy of the wave increases correspondingly. The influence ratio of the structural plane and the anchor cable is relatively reduced. This explains why the AAF is greater at 9 degrees than it is at 8 degrees. And we can get the general law of the AAF: with the same conditions, the AAF is positively correlated with the elevation and seismic intensity.

3.1.3. Displacement Response of the Slope. The vertical displacement of the slope under different conditions is monitored by the displacement sensor in real time. The position of the laser displacement sensor is shown in Figure 4(a), and the detection data are shown in Figure 7.

With the application of the seismic load, the vertical displacements of the slope top increase gradually in an oscillatory manner. When the earthquake intensity is 9 degrees, the amplitude of periodic shock of the slope top is greater than 8 degrees. At the same time, after the end of the seismic load, the vertical displacement of the slope top does not return to the original position, and the slope has permanent deformation. The permanent deformation caused by the 9-degree earthquake is greater than that of the 8-degree earthquake.

In order to further explore the displacement changes under different conditions, the displacement data were processed to obtain the slope-top displacement curve in Figure 8. It is observed that the displacement rises rapidly in the early stage of the earthquake and then rises slowly. After the seismic load, the vertical displacement of the slope decreases slightly.

When the earthquake intensity was 8 degrees, the final deformations were not significantly different under the conditions of 30g and 40g. When the earthquake intensity was 9 degrees, the vertical displacement of the slope top under 40g was significantly greater than that of 30g.

3.2. Response Analysis of the Strain Gauge

3.2.1. Strain Gauge Values Vary with Load. Centrifuge tests under 4 conditions (30g-8, 30g-9, 40g-8, and 40g-9) were conducted, and each test could obtain 15 groups of strain data. Figure 8 shows the measured data of the SG3 strain gauge on the upper anchor cable during the application of the 8-degree seismic load under 30g. As can be seen from Figure 9, the model will be affected by the centrifuge before loading, and the data show that there are continuous microseismic data before 0.5 s. After 0.5 s, when the seismic load is applied, strain increases rapidly in the initial stage and then increases slowly until the vibration stops. Compared with the amplitude of strain before loading, the amplitude of the strain vibration during loading is increased. After 2.3 s, the seismic load stops, and the strain value shows a downward trend, but do not return to the initial level. This indicates that the strain gauge has some residual deformation.

By analyzing all the strain data, the larger the centrifugal acceleration and seismic intensity, the larger the amplitude of strain during loading and the residual deformation. It can be seen that the part deformation of the anchor cable is not permanent in the earthquake. After the seismic load, elastic-plastic deformation occurs in the anchor cable inside the model, and some deformation remains. This is also consistent with the vertical displacement of the slope top.

3.2.2. Stress Analysis of the Anchor Cable. In the previous section, the data of 60 strain sensors of the cable during the test were obtained. In the centrifuge model, copper sheets are used to simulate the anchor cable. According to the stress-strain relationship (\( \sigma = E \epsilon \)), the stress data at different positions of the anchor cable can be obtained by combining the data of the strain sensor on the copper sheet and the mechanical parameters of the copper sheet.

According to symmetry, three unilateral anchor cables were selected for analysis and research under each working condition. Under different load conditions, the stress along each anchor cable at 1.5 s is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 7: Vertical displacement curve of the slope top.

Figure 8: The displacement curve of the slope top.

Figure 9: Strain curve of SG3 under 30 g:8.
In Figures 10(a) and 10(b), the stress of anchor cables in the experiment shows a sudden increase near the structural plane and decreases rapidly after it is far away from the structural plane. The maximum stress under different conditions is sorted from large to small as follows: 40g-9, 30g-9, 40g-8, and 30g-8. The range of stress increase is related to the intensity of the earthquake, but the expansion trend is not obvious. In Figure 10(c), the stress of the anchor cable is very small, and there is no obvious rule. 

The above phenomenon shows that the deformation of the anchor cable near the structural plane of the slope is large. When the distance from the structural plane is further, the deformation of the anchor cable is smaller. The reasons for this phenomenon are as follows: (1) the up and middle anchor cables pass through the structural surface of the slope. When subjected to the seismic load, the movement of the slope body on both sides of the structural plane is inconsistent, resulting in the phenomenon of stress concentration in the anchor cable near the structural plane. (2) The down anchor cable does not pass through the structural plane, and relative deformation does not occur under the seismic load, resulting in stress changes which are very small and irregular.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the centrifugal shaking table model test (30 g and 40 g) for the rock slope with the structural plane was completed, and the acceleration response of the slope, the displacement of the slope top, and the stress response of the anchor cable were analyzed. Based on the test results, the conclusions are as follows:

(1) The acceleration of the slope model has an obvious amplification effect, and the AAF is always larger than 1.0. Due to the anchor cable structure, the AAF presents a nonlinear dynamic response with increasing relative elevation. Anchor cable can effectively reduce the acceleration amplification effect of the slope.

(2) During an earthquake, the slope top displacement increases rapidly at the initial stage, and then the
slopes. The decline speed decreases gradually and steadily. Its vibration waveform is in line with the seismic waveform. Seismic intensity has a great influence on the displacement of the slope top.

(3) After the vibration, the anchor cable will show residual deformation. The larger the centrifugal acceleration and seismic intensity, the larger the strain during loading and the residual deformation. It is necessary to consider the deformation of anchor cables under seismic load in the design stage.

(4) For the slope with a structural plane, the anchor cable near the structural plane is stressed greatly during the seismic action. In the design of the slope anchor cable structure, we should also consider the influence of the slope structure surface or potential sliding surface.
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